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FUND MANAGEMENT REPORT: Q3 2017
Investing in the Highest Order of Value
First Avenue is an intrinsic value equity manager investing exclusively in high quality companies. The
objective of our investment style is to grow our clients’ wealth through the consistent application of
our investment philosophy and process over long periods of time. We list below the simultaneous
conditions necessary for this outcome to materialize.
1.

We forgo opportunity to outperform the market during periods of over-valuation (momentum)
due to either trend exuberance or risk acquisition:

These are periods when: (i) the valuation of most securities on the market do not reflect sufficient
margins of safety, and (ii) the psychological and emotional make-up of investors who dominate
market activity is one of valuing one’s gains more than one’s losses. We refer to our results during
these later stages in the business and market cycle as our pain trade.
2. Our clients stay with us for extended periods of time:
By foregoing momentum related returns, investors in our funds appreciate our ability to: (i) avoid
significant capital losses when the stock market corrects from over-valuation (momentum), and (ii)
continue to grow from a higher base than a market-corrected level. Through this phenomenon,
which is referred to as compounding, we aim to double our clients’ investments with us every 3.9
years at the high end and 5.5 years at the low end. This works out to an average compound annual
return of between 12.25% and 19% depending on where in the cycle a client invests with us. To
further explain, 12.25% is our view of the cost of equity in South Africa, which is the bare minimum
an equity investor should earn and 19% is the average annual compound return on the All Share
since 1960 (the furthest back we could go to find clean data).

Business Update
Last quarter, we shared with you our efforts to strengthen our business given that it is exposed to a
single asset class, namely, equities. The pieces of the puzzle that fortify our business, and widen our
investment opportunity set (through global equity) are now in place. We reflect our evolution in the
timeline below.
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Figure 1: Evolution of First Avenue

Source: First Avenue

We are gradually building a highly differentiated business with relevance to clients beyond South
Africa and the continent. Our deliberate efforts to address systemic market failures in investment
management are intended to deliver an organizational design, and investment product,
sophisticated investors deem existential. We will keep you apprised of these incremental efforts in
the quarters ahead.

Investment Outcome
For 20 months, our portfolio withstood a one-two combination punch from two different styles,
Deep Value (2016) and Growth (2017 to September 30) respectively. In 2016, resource companies
rebounded strongly on the back of an upturn in commodity prices after a 6year hiatus. Extremely
unpredictable inputs such as commodity prices render valuations of mining companies speculative
and unsuitable for our investment portfolios. Naturally, while Deep or “Fleeting” Value funds beat
the market last year, Intrinsic Value funds such as ours underperformed. In 2017, companies placed
in the sweet spot of global growth, namely, information technology, semi-conductors, and software
services are generating great growth in earnings and getting rewarded for it. Their business models
increasingly reflect ways in which the consumer prefers to access goods and services (retail,
entertainment, and so on). As always, you can get stuck on whether the share prices of these stocks,
popularly known as FAANG (Facebook, Amazon, Alphabet, Netflix, and Google), and their
counterparts in China (Baidu, Tencent, Alibaba), reflect enough of the value they will create from
market penetration of their product. Prices investors are willing to pay for these stocks represent 40
years or more of these companies’ current earnings and/or a lack of similar growth in earnings in
other sectors. On account of this view, Naspers (which owns 35% of Tencent), rose to a quarter of
the local index. That our portfolio weight is half that of the company in the index meant that our
performance lagged that of the market.
Despite not embracing speculative or valuation risk, we have continued to compound wealth for our
clients. An investment of R100m into our General Equity Strategy on January 1, 2011 has grown to
just under R225m as at the end of September 2017. A similar investment into our Focused Equity
Strategy on January 1 2012 has grown to just under R200m to September 30, 2017. By easily
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trouncing inflation by a wide margin, both strategies have created wealth in real terms for our
clients. It just comes down to the scoreboard you look at to judge us.
Figure 2: Real Wealth Creation General Equity Strategy: Jan 1 2011 – Sept 30 2017

Deep Value &
Momentum lead

Source: First Avenue, Statpro, Bloomberg
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Figure 3: Real Wealth Creation Focused Equity Strategy: Jan 1, 2012 – Sept 30 2017

Deep Value &
Momentum lead

Source: First Avenue, Statpro, Bloomberg

To have withstood two style earthquakes in a row, and not impaired our clients’ wealth or
succumbed to the scourge of inflation, lends credence to the robustness of our portfolios. We
resonate with Ant Lester of Willis Towers Watson when he defines a robust portfolio not as the best
performing portfolio but rather one that provides a reasonable outcome over a wide range of
scenarios. To illustrate the robustness of our portfolio, consider the performance of the index yearto-date (30 September 2017):
SWIX:

10.6%

Naspers return and weight:

7.47% (21.5% index weight)

First Ave Focused Equity Composite:

8.9% (12.2% avg. portfolio weight of Naspers)

First Ave Gen. Equity Composite:

6.6% (11.9% avg. portfolio weight of Naspers)

Source: First Avenue

Our investment outcomes are very reasonable considering that close to 30% of our portfolio is in
very high quality, very low beta stocks (alcohol, tobacco, health and beauty, branded consumer
staples).
We have assumed the same posture in global equities. While this has been a good year for US active
managers precisely because they hold FAANG stocks in significant quantity, it has been a good year
for us for very different reasons. Where technology stocks account for over 20% of the S&P 500, our
Global Family Business Fund has averaged 2% in Technology (Samsung), and held mostly European
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stocks. Yet we have outperformed the MSCI World both since inception in mid-January and in the
quarter.
Figure 4: First Avenue Global Family Business Fund - A Bite without FAANGs

Fund (US$): 23.25%
MSCI World ($): 13.28%

Source: First Avenue, Statpro, Bloomberg

In a similar vein, the foreign carve out of “Domestic with Global” fund, Sanlam Select, has
outperformed the MSCI World in US$ terms, 21.28% vs. 16.01%, since inception (November 2016)
and in the quarter.

The Risk-Reward Imbalance of a Single Stock
It is not unusual for investors, fiduciaries, and trustees to find themselves with too much of a good
thing: owning or overseeing a large quantity of a highly appreciated stock or fund. However that
position was created, a single stock that constitutes a large portion of the portfolio creates a
dilemma; should they hold, reduce to diversify, or hedge? You will recall from our communication in
the Q2 Report that we chose to reduce Naspers’ weight in the portfolios we manage from 16% to
10% and increase our holdings in highly defensive consumer businesses (tobacco, beer, health and
beauty, and branded consumer goods). As at the end of the third quarter, the businesses we bought
did very well, but Naspers did even better. Naspers reached 25% of the index (SWIX) while we hold
a little more than that in the four stocks we diversified into (Anheuser Busch, British American
Tobacco, Clicks, and AVI).
Earlier, we referred to this decision as a dilemma because of the alluring impact a single large stock
can have on wealth creation; there is simply no better way to build wealth than by concentrating
your portfolio. If you had put $1m into Coca Cola stock on January 1, 1984, it would have grown to
an incredible US$34m by the end of 2003. The same investment in Walmart would have grown to
US$49m; US$64m in Berkshire Hathaway; and US$289m in Microsoft. Stretching the analysis even
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further back only serves to entrench the thesis. In a recent column in the Sunday New York Times
business section headlined, “The Best Investment Since 1926? Apple”, Jeff Sommers found that only
4% of all publicly traded stocks account for all of the net wealth earned by investors in the stock
market since 1926. A mere 30 stocks account for 30% of the net wealth generated by stocks in that
long period, and 50 stocks account for 40% of the net wealth. To put it differently, only one in 25
companies is responsible for all stock market gains. The other 24 out of 25 stocks or 96% are
essentially a distraction.
Yet therein lays the rub. First, you must develop a methodology (a mouse trap) that allows you to
identify those rare companies of the highest order of quality that will generate outsized returns over
time. Second, once you find these rare companies, you have to hold onto them despite their
propensity to suffer retreats of 50, 60 even 90 percent on the way to becoming the biggest winners
(temperament). However, countless studies of Behavioral Science tell us that for the same
percentage move, investors feel twice as much pain on the downside as the satisfaction they would
have felt on the upside. Emotional responses are asymmetric; while a 100% gain may very well
result in exponential excitement, it is not uncommon for a 100% loss to result in suicide. This is the
other end of the dilemma.
Both outcomes are not only real, but regular. It must be the most exhilarating feeling to invest in
Amazon and create the kind of wealth that made Jeff Bezos the second wealthiest man in the world
from a standing start in 1997. In those 20 years, Amazon’s annualized returns of 37.4% are the
highest annualized returns of all US stocks since 1926. In a similar vein, with only 37 years on the
stock market, Apple has generated more profit for investors than any other American company.
Apple eclipsed Exxon Mobile who was the leader at this time last year, and has been listed for more
than 90 years.
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Figure 5: The Top 50 US Companies That Created the Most Wealth from 1926 to 2016
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Notes: Wealth creation is total stock gains, including dividends, in excess of one-month Treasury bill returns. Company listing follows the
guidelines of the Center for Research in Security Prices. Companies that are new iterations are marked with an asterisk*. Companies that
no longer trade are marked with a dagger†.
Source: Prof. Hendrik Bessembinder (W. P. Carey School of Business at Arizona State University) | By Karl Russell/The New York Times

The sweet smell of success, however, is regularly punctuated by periods of material declines in share
prices that often send investors’ emotions to negative infinity. Spooked, investors often cut and run
into cash, or simply lose their minds and quit investing altogether. Joseph Engelberg and
Christopher A. Parsons from the University of California at San Diego published a paper last year in
The Journal of Finance that looked to see if there was a link between daily stock returns and hospital
admissions in California (particularly relating to psychological conditions such as anxiety, panic
disorder, or depression). On Black Monday, the crash of October 19, 1987, there was a 5% increase
in hospital admissions above what the researchers would normally expect.
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Figure 6: Daily Hospital Admissions in California – October 19, 1987 Stock Market Crash

Source: Engelberg, Parsons “Worrying about the Stock Market: Evidence from Hospital Admissions”, 2016

When the Tech Bubble burst in 2000, share prices of even the most venerable IT companies suffered
terrifying drops.
Figure 7: High Quality Tech and Industrial Stocks that Survived the Stock Market Crash of 2000

Source: First Avenue, Bloomberg
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A few lessons to learn:









Cash generating high quality Technology-Media-Telecommunications (TMT) companies that
transitioned and thrived since the dot com bubble lost between 61% and 99% of their market
value during the stock market crash of 2000.
In the same period, cash generating high quality industrial businesses lost between 23% and 51%
of their market value during the stock market crash of 2000
Purchased at the top of the cycle (peak pricing), when the risk-reward ratio is skewed toward the
risk of capital loss, an investor would have registered dismal annualized returns in both TMT and
industrial business. Risk management matters!
Purchased at the bottom of the cycle, when the risk-reward ratio is skewed toward
return/capital gains, an investor would have registered annualized returns strongly in excess of
the market in most cases. Valuation matters!
TMT companies took far longer than their industrial counterparts to recover (up to 15 years) to
pre-crash peak prices. This is also far longer than most institutional and retail clients have
patience for.

The source of emotional angst among retail and institutional decision makers is simply a spike in
volatility. Much has been written about the VIX being as low today as it was back in 1993. Yet,
volatility (low or high) is not a predictor of anything. It is rather an agreement of either greed or fear
among investors (hence Buffett’s advice, “You should be fearful when others are greedy and greedy
when others are fearful”). And there is nothing as scary as a whole group of people agreeing that
they are frightened about what could happen to their money. A market sell off is as unnerving as a
run on a bank!
Figure 8: Average volatility during Dot Com Crash

Source: First Avenue, Bloomberg
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Reducing Naspers in favor of high quality industrial businesses rich with intangibles in our SA equity
portfolios:



Displays the role of risk management in our portfolio management process
Saves clients who value their gains more than their losses from themselves

This is not a valuation call. In fact our IT analyst has a fair value much higher than the price at which
we sold it. It is a risk management call designed to achieve reasonable investment outcomes now
and when Naspers falls. We mentioned how active managers in the US are beating the S&P500 so
far this year by virtue of holding outperforming technology stocks. Look at how crowded the trade
is:
Figure 9: S&P 500 – Current Crowding Status of Sectors (as of Aug 25, 2017)

The table below shows some of the reasons investors “crowd” in a sector as they are doing in
technology.
Figure 10: Reasons for Sector Crowding

We are not making a claim there that all IT stocks are expensive, and therefore should fall as a result
of valuation. Valuation, like volatility, is never the reason why shares fall. We are simply saying the
risk you take to own these stocks at this point in valuations is not worth the reward you’re currently
making. Any accident, endogenous (e.g. earnings miss) or exogenous (e.g. recoil in bond yields)
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could derail investor sentiment toward the sector. And the wall of money that has gone into
Technology ETF’s will not make a distinction – absolute or relative - between expensive (maybe
Tesla, Shopify), and cheap technology shares (maybe Tencent, Facebook).
What may cause an earnings miss? Contemplate this problem: The iPhone was not in use ten years
ago, and the internet was not in widespread use 20 years ago. Yet investors are willing to pay more
than 40 years of current (25 years forward) earnings for companies whose products become
obsolescent rapidly or require radical transformation frequently to stave off competition. It just
means management of these companies better win the creativity battle in order to stay ahead of
obsolescence, or pay top dollar for either talent or acquisitions that threaten to creatively destroy
their businesses. We found an illustration by Howard Marks thought provoking in how difficult it is
to tell the improbable apart from the impossible in the technology sector.
He quotes a passage from one company’s 1997 letter to shareholders.
“We established long term relationships with many important strategic partners, including America
Online, Yahoo!, Excite, Netscape, GeoCities, Alta Vista, @Home, and Prodigy”.
He goes on to ask, “How many of these “important strategic partners” still exist in a meaningful way
today? Zero.
The source of the citation is Amazon’s 1997 annual report.”
Even if this time is different, that is, all the leading IT stocks in the US and China go on to cement
their status as oligopolies for decades to come, investors will get a chance buy these stocks again
when the risk-reward ratio recalibrates away from risk toward reward. In other words, Naspers is a
great quality company just not now when it is 22% of the index. The only question then is whether
clients and investors have the temperament to wait for that moment. Clearly many don’t. They are
happy to participate in a reduced reward opportunity now (and pressure you to do the same), even
if it means running the risk of heavy losses in the next downturn.
That’s why temperament is the ultimate competitive advantage in investing. The person who
succumbs to temptation knows far less about its power than the person who resists it. In order to
be in the top 1% in the world, you must come up to the razor’s edge – where everything you feel and
crave (in this case, greed, adulation, and comfort) is opposed by what you know you should do, and
then allow the brain to dominate the blood. This may look like the brink of disaster, but that’s
where the percentages of distinguished success lay.
By investing the proceeds of the sale of Naspers into shares of the best capital allocators in the
South African market (ANH, BTI, CLS, and AVI) where there is very little disruption, we are doubling
down on the one way to sustain wealth creation – the role dividends and share buy backs in total
returns (See Figure 11). A dividend may look small in relation to the price of the share from which it
was paid, but if you consistently reinvest that growing dividend (especially in a company that is also
reducing its share count), compound interest takes over at some point and growth becomes
exponential. And this is growth whose risk levels are not as elevated as those of IT companies (e.g.
monopoly of creativity to combat product obsolescence, infinite resources to poach the best talent,
if not acquire competition at all times).
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Figure 11:

S&P 500 returns for individual decades since 1940

Source: Guinness Atkinson Asset Management, Bloomberg

The table shows that in the age of Tech, dividends are not sexy anymore (or that the market has
more Tech constituents since 1990). Capital gains from the likes of Facebook, Amazon, Google
(Alphabet) and so on are. The undervaluation of dividends is really where the opportunity is
while the appreciation of capital gains is where the risk lays. Sure we own Naspers (12% of
portfolio). Just not to the extent that it takes away space in our portfolio as it does in the index
(25%) from companies that have (i) led stock markets around the world in consistent profit
generation for many decades, and (ii) a track record of generously sharing those profits with
investors while deepening their structural advantages (e.g. 3M in Figure 12).
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Fig 12: US$10, 000 invested in 3M capital gains and capital gains with dividends (06/98 –
09/2017)

Source: www.fool.com

While the S&P 500 generated a wonderful US$ 173, 000 for every US$10, 000 invested 29 years ago;
3M delivered US$293, 000.
Figure 13(a) Top Ten Bets – General Equity
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Figure 13(b) Top Ten Bets – Focused Equity
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Figure 13(c) Top 10 Positions – Focused Equity Global Carve Out
Stock

Weight %

BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY

2.22

ROCHE HOLDING

1.85

LVMH MOET HENNESSY

1.39

ORACLE CORP

1.31

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO

1.23

VISA INC

1.22

COGNIZANT TECH SOLUTIONS

1.19

CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS

1.19

ESTEE LAUDER

1.15

AMAZON

1.14

Source: First Avenue
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Figure 13(d) Top Ten Positons – Global Equity
Stock

Weight %

PROSEGUR

3.99

SONAE

3.90

REMY COINTREAU

3.69

SAMSUNG

3.62

HEINEKEN HOLDING NV

3.51

BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY

3.49

BIOMERIEUX

3.13

SWATCH GROUP

2.98

SPORTS DIRECT

2.91

RICHEMONT

2.84

Source: First Avenue

Conclusion
Investors are agreed that the market is nowhere near as cheap as it was 8 years ago at the trough of
the global financial crisis. However, the cost of money is virtually just as cheap today as it was back
then (in the US, the PE multiple on the ten year bond hovers around 45x or 2.5% yield and infinite
where the 10yr bond yield is negative in some Northern European countries). Thus Tech stocks,
even at 25x, forward earnings are a cheaper option given their growth, hence investor crowding.
Further, investors are comforted that directional central banks (US Fed, ECB, BoJ) will both not fall
behind the inflation curve, and act rashly in raising rates should inflation rear its ugly head in
reaction to global growth. All of this, including valuations, is (i) reasonable for (ii) fast growing
companies on condition (iii) that what economic actors did in the last 8 years of the most
accommodative monetary policy in history will not result an accident (misallocation of capital into
activities that could destabilize the financial system like sub-prime mortgages did in 2008). If
investors have perfect foresight on point (iii), then those that have less perfect foresight (count us in
that category) will continue to underperform due to our huge underweight in Naspers (Tencent) in
South Africa (but outperform in global equities as we are not Tech dependent). However, should the
crystal ball of growth investing, chip, blur, or crack, we will deliver to you distinguished success.
Semper fidelis.
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Disclaimer
First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).
The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not be
based on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the client (as
defined in the Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be limitations as to the
appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the client first obtain the
appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment
strategy that would suit the risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such information and to consider
whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the client’s own objectives and particular needs.
Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in good
faith.
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